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អនុស���សីុ-ដ ស��ប់�បេទសកម���

���ំ២០២២

គណៈក���ធិ��រៃនអង���រមិនែមនរ���ភិ��លកម���� េដើម�ីអនុស���លុបបំ��ត់
��ល់ទំរង់ៃន��រេរើសេអើេលើ�ស�ីេភទ (អិុន ជី អូ សីុ-ដ) ��នចង�កងឯក��រស�ីពី
���ន��ពសិទ�ិ�ស�ី និងេក�ង�សីេ���បេទសកម������ំងពី���ំ១៩៩៥។ ក��ង��ម��
សម�័ន�ៃនអង���រសង�មសិុវ�លែដលេធ�ើ��រេលើ វ�ស័យច�មុះ អិុន ជី អូ សីុ-ដ
��ម��ន និង�បមូលព័ត៍��ន��ក់ព័ន�នឹងសិទ�ិ�ស�ី ស���ប់េធ�ើ��រេ��ះពុម�ផ�យ
និងែស�ងរកមតិ��ំ�ទ។ អិុន ជី អូ សីុ-ដ េធ�ើ��របណ��ះបណ�ាលអំពីេយនឌ័រ និង
ដឹក��ំផ��ចេផ�ើមេលើកកម�ស់��រយល់ដឹងេ��ដល់យុវជនេ��លេ�� ��មរយៈ��រ
េរៀបចំកម�វ�ធីជែជកេដញេ��លស���ប់និស�ិត��កលវ�ទ�ល័យ និង��រ��ំង
ពិព័រណ៍���ៃដែកៃច�ែបបសិល�ៈ។ 

រ��យ��រណ៍ស�ីពី��រ��ម��នេលើ��រអនុវត�អនុស���សីុ-ដ ស���ប់
�បេទសកម���� ���ំ២០២២ គឺ����រសេង�បខ�ីៗពី��រ�ពួយ��រម� និង�ពឹត�ិ��រណ៍
សំ��ន់ៗែដល��ក់ព័ន�នឹង�ស�ី កុ��រ� និងជនែដលមិនកំណត់អត�
ស���ណេភទ។ រ��យ��រណ៍េនះមិនេលើកេឡើងពីប����គប់�ជុងេ���យ��ំង
អស់េ��ះេទ បុ៉ែន�េ���តសំ��ន់េលើករណីថ�ីៗ ឬ��កង�ល់��ក់��ក់េ��ែដលេកើត
េឡើងក��ង���ំ២០២២។ ព័ត៍��ន និង�ពឹត�ិ��រណ៍ថ�ីែដល��នេកើតេឡើងេ��ក��ង
���ំ២០២៣ នឹង�តូវេលើកយកមក ស���ប់រ��យ��រណ៍េលើកេ���យៗ។
ឧបសគ���េ�ចើនែដលចង�កងេ��យ អិុន ជី អូ សីុ-ដ និង អង���រៃដគូ��លពី
រ��យ��រណ៍��ម��ន���ំមុន េ��ែតបន�េកើត��នេ��ក��ង���ំ២០២២។
ឧ��ហរណ៍៖ អ���ៃនអំេពើហឹង�ែផ�កេលើេយនឌ័រ��នបន�េកើនេឡើងខ�ស់ ��រ
ទទួល��ន��ពយុត�ិធម៌ស���ប់ជនរងេ���ះេ��ែត��នក�មិត។ 

��ររ�េ��ភបំ��នផ��វេភទកុ��រ��ម�បព័ន�អន��ញ��នេធ�ើឲ���ន
��រប៉ះ��ល់គួរេ��យ�ពួយ��រម�រហូតដល់១១% ៃនអ�កេ�បើ
���ស់អុិនធ័រែណតែដល��ន��យុ��ប់ពី ១២ ដល់ ១៧���ំ។ �ស�ីក៏
���ក់ចូលក��ងអ���ក់បំណ�ល និង��យរងេ���ះេ��យ��រគ���ម
កំែហងបេ��ញរូប��ស����ស��មអន��ញេ��យ�កុមអ�កផ�ល់កម�ី
��មអន��ញ។ េ��ង��ម��រ���វ���វមួយ ែដល��នស���សន៍��
មួយកម�ករេ��ងច�កចំនួន ១១០០ ��ក់ ��នប���ញ��ឲ�េឃើញ��
��នចំនួន ៩៣.៦៥% ែដល���ប់��នលឺ និងេឃើញករណី រ�េ��ភ
បំ��នផ��វេភទេ��កែន�ងេធ�ើ��រ។ ជន��តិ��គតិច អ�ក�ស��ញ់េភទ
ដូច��� �ស�ី��នពិ��រ��ព ���ប់ឆ�ង��ត់អំេពើហឹង�េ��ក��ងក�មិតមួយ
ែដលខ�ស់ េហើយ�តូវ�បឈមនឹងឧបសគ�ដ៏���ំង���ក��ង��រទទួល��ន
យុត�ិធម៍ និងសំណងប៉ះប៉ូវ��រខូច��ត។ 

ក��ង���ំ២០២២ េនះែដរ ក៏��នេឃើញនូវ��រ�ពួយ��រម�មួយ��ក់ព័ន�
នឹង��រប����ប កូដកម�េ��យសន�ិវ�ធីែដល��រដឹក��ំេ��យ�ស�ី
ផងែដរ។ ករណីែដលេលចេ�����ងេគេ��ះគឺករណី ��សុីណ�
�����េវើលដ៏ ែដលរង��រេ��ទ�ប��ន់ពីសហជីព និងអង���រសង�ម
សុីវ�ល ����នប��ប់េ��យមិន��នស�����តចំេ��ះ�ស�ី��នៃផ�េ��ះ
�ស�ីបំេ��េ��ះកូន និង�ស�ី��សហជីព (ែផ�កទី ១.៦,៣.១)។ ��រសិក�
���វ���វថ�ីៗែដលទទួល��នមកពីសំ��ក់��ជរ���ភិ��ល អង���រ
េ���រ���ភិ��ល សង�មសុីវ�ល និង �បភពសិក�មួយចំនួន��នេលើក
េឡើងនូវប���រួមប���លមួយចំនួន។ ឧ��ហរណ៍ អង���រក��ង�សុក
មួយ គឺ អង���រ��រ�េដើម�ីសន�ិ��ព ��នេចញផ�យនូវរ��យ��រណ៍
���វ���វ ែដលកត់���នូវ��រ�បឈមសិទ�ិមនុស�របស់�ស�ី និងេក�ង
�សីជន��តិេដើម��គតិច និងជន��តិ��គតិច េ��ក��ង�បេទសកម����
(ែផ�កទី២)។ 

១



អនុ��សន៍សំ��ន់ៗេ��យេ��ង��ម
លទ�ផល���វ���វៃនរ��យ��រណ៍ស�ពីី
��រ��ម��នេលើ��រអនុវត�អនុស���សីុ-ដ 
���ំ ២០២២

��រ���វ���វ��នគូសប���ក់ពីប���ប���ន់��ក់ទង�កុមអ�កមិន��នស���តិ ែដលមិន�តូវ��នេ��ះ���យេ��យយកចិត�ទុកពីរ���ភិ��ល េបើេ��ះបី����ន
��រអំ��វ��វពីគណៈក���ធិ��រ សីុ-ដ របស់អង���រសហ�ប����តិ ឱ�ផ�ល់��ទិ��ពដល់��រស�មបស�មួលក��ង��រទទួល��នឯក��រប���ក់អត�ស���ណ
និង��រចុះប��ីកំេណើតក�ី។ ��រ���វ���វេផ�ងេទៀត��នប���ញពី��ពខុស���ៃនសិទ�ិទទួល��ន��រអប់រ�របស់កុ��រ� និងេក�ង�បុស និង��កប�កិរ���អំពី��រ
រ�ពឹងទុកៃនជីវ�តខុសៗ���េ��យែផ�កេលើេយនឌ័រ។ 

អ�ក��រព័ត៍��នក៏�បឈម��រេរើងេអើង និង��រេបៀតេបៀនេលើេយនឌ័រ េ��កែន�ង��រ��ររបស់ពួកេគផងែដរ ខណៈេពលែដល��ន��រេចញផ�យភស����ងដ៏
សំ��ន់ថ�ីមួយ��ក់ទងនឹង��ររ�េ��ភបំ��នេលើសិទ�ិ�ស�ីក��ង���ំ២០២២។ ��ឧ��ហរណ៍ ���ប័ន��រព័ត៍��នឯក��ជ���នេធ�ើ��រេសុើបអេង�តេលើផលប៉ះ��ល់
ៃន��រេកើនេឡើងគួរេ��យ�ពួយ��រម�ៃន��រឆេ��ក និង��ស��ពសម័យទំេនើបេ��ក��ង�បេទស (ែផ�កទី ១.២) េហើយ���ប័នេផ�ងេទៀត��នេចញផ�យអំពី
បច��ប�ន���ព�ស�ីែដលបន�រងេ���ះេ��យ��រចុះប����បរបស់�����ធរកម����េលើ��រពរេ��ះជំនួសក��ងកំឡ�ងចុងទសវត�២០១០ (ែផ�កទី៦)។ 

ខណៈេពលែដលវ���ន��របិទខ�ប់កំឡ�ងេពលជំងឺ កូវ�ដ-១៩ �តូវ��នដកេចញ ��រ���ក់ចុះៃនេសដ�កិច�ែដលបណ�ាលមកពីជំងឺ��តត�ត ��នបន�រហូតេពញ
មួយ���ំ២០២២។ ����នផ����ប់��មួយភស����ងថ�ីដ៏គួរេ��យ���ក់េផ�ើលែដលប���ញពីផលប៉ះ��ល់ៃន��រែ�ប�បួល����ស��តុ��េពលបច��ប�ន� មក
េលើកម�ករ��ត់េដរ���ស�ី (ែផ�កទី ៣.៣)។ ទីបំផុត ��រេ��ះេ���តឃំុស���ត់��ក់កណ�ាល���ំ ��នប��ជ័យែដល��ំមកនូវ��រេកើនេឡើង�ប��ណែត��ង ០.២%
ៃនចំនួន�កុម�បឹក����ស�ីពីអណត�ិមុន��លពី���ំ ២០១៧ (វគ� ៥)។ 

សូមអំ��វ��វ��ជរ���ភិ��លកម����អនុវត���មជំ��ន��ក់��ក់

ដូច��ងេ���មេដើម�ីេ��ះ���យ ប���ចំបងៗរួម��ន៖ 

អំេពើហិង�ែផ�កេលើេយនឌ័រ (GBV)៖ ��ត់នូវសកម���ព
�បកបេ��យ�បសិទ�ិ��ពេដើម�ី���កដ��ជនរងេ���ះពីអំេពើហិង�
��ំងអស់ ទទួល��ន��រ��ត់ក�ីេ��តុ����រ។ ប��ប់��រេ�បើ���ស់
��រផ�ះផ� និងទ�មង់េផ�ងេទៀតៃន��រេ��ះ���យវ���ទេ���
�បព័ន�តុ����រ ក��ង��រេឆ�ើយតបចំេ��ះករណីអំេពើហិង�។ 

ជន��តិេដើម��គតិច និងជន��តិ��គតិច៖ ����េ��យ��ន��
ប���ន់�� កុ��រ��ំងអស់ទទួល��នឯក��រចុះប��ីកំេណើត និង
ទទួល��ន��រអប់រ�េ������រដ�។ 

ពលកម���រ��រ៖ អនុម័ត��ប���ន់នូវអនុស���របស់
អង���រពលកម�អន�រ��តិ េលខ ១៩០ ស�ីពីអំេពើហិង� និង��រ
េបៀតេបៀនេ��ក��ងពិភព��រ��រ េដើម�ីជួយក��ង��រអនុវត�េ����ម
អនុ��សន៍របស់គណៈក���ធិ��រ សុី-ដ ែដលេស�ើឲ���នេ��ល
នេ����យ��តិែដលកំណត់និយមន័យ និង ��ម��ត់��ល់
ទ�មង់ៃន��រេបៀតេបៀនផ��វេភទែដល��ក់ព័ន�នឹង��រ��រ។
ទំ��ក់េ��ល��ប���ន់នូវបទេ��ទ�����ប��ំងនឹង�ស�ីអ�កដឹក��ំ
និងស��ជិកសហជីព ស���ប់��រេធ�ើកូដកម��បកបេ��យសន�ិវ�ធី
របស់ពួកេគ និងេ��ះែលងេមដឹក��ំសហជីព ឈឹម សុីថរ ពី��រ
��រឃុំ��ំងេ��យឥតលក�ខណ�។ 

��រអប់រ�៖ ផ�ល់វគ�បណ��ះបណ�ាល�បកបេ��យ�បសិទ�ិ��ពដល់�គូ
បេ�ងៀន េដើម�ី��ត់បន�យ��រជះឥទ�ិពលៃនផ�ត់គំនិតអវ�ជ���ន
��ក់ទងនឹងេយនឌ័រ និង��តិពន� េធ�ើឲ����កដ�� ផ�ត់គំនិត
អវ�ជ���ន មិន�តូវ��នប���លក��ង��រអប់រ�េឡើយ េហើយកុ��រ��ំង
អស់�តូវ��ន��ំ�ទ�៉�ងេពញេលញ និងេស�ើ��ពក��ង��ជីពសិក�
របស់ពួកេគ។ ប���លកម�វ�ធីសិក�អំពី សម��ពេយនឌ័រ និង��រ
អប់រ�ពីសុខ��ពផ��វេភទ�៉�ងទូលំទូ��យេ��ក��ងកម�វ�ធីសិក�
របស់����។

��ព��អ�កដឹក��ំ៖ េធ�ើវ�េ��ធនកម�េលើច�ប់េ��ះេ���តេដើម�ី
������ េ���ះ�ស�ី និងបុរស �តូវ��ន��ក់���ស់���េ��ក��ងប��ី
េបក�ជន េដើម�ីេលើកកម�ស់��ព��តំ��ងេស�ើ���រ��ង�ស�ី និងបុរស
េ��ក��ងលទ�ផលេ��ះេ���ត។ បេង�ើត�បព័ន� កូ��ក��ងតួ��ទីដឹក��ំ
េ����ម�កសួង។ 

��រទទួល��ន��រែថ��ំសុខ��ពបន�ពូជ៖ េ��ះ���យកង�ះលទ�
��ពទទួល��ន��រែថ��ំសុខ��ពបន�ពូជ េ��យ��រេលើកកម�ស់វ�ធី
���ស����ស់ែ�បេយនឌ័រក��ងចំេ��មអ�កផ�ល់េស�� ��រព�ងឹង
�បព័ន��តួតពិនិត� និង��យតៃម�ស���ប់េស��ែថ��ំសុខ��ព និង
��រែកលម���រផ�ល់ហិរ��ប���ន និង��រ��ំ�ទស���ប់�បព័ន�
ប���នបន�។
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��រ���ល័យ NGO-CEDAW: 
ផ�ះេលខ១៦ ផ��វ៩៩ ស���ត់បឹង�តែបក ខណ�ចំ��រមន

��ជ��នីភ�ំេពះញ��រពេ��ះជំនួស៖ លុបេ��ល��ល់��រេ��ទ�ប��ន់�ពហ�ទណ�
��ក់េ��ស និង��ររ�តត�ិត�����ប��ំងនឹងអ�កពេ��ះជំនួស។ ផ�ល់
��របំភ�ឺេ��ក��ងច�ប់េដើម�ីប���ក់�����ន�ស�ីែដលេដើរតួ��អ�ក
ពេ��ះជំនួស�����ក់�តូវ�បឈមមុខនឹង��រទទួលខុស�តូវ�ពហ�
ទណ� ��រ��ក់ទណ�កម�ែផ�ករដ���ល ឬ��រពិន័យេផ�ងេទៀត
ស���ប់��រេធ�ើដូេច�ះ។
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NGO-CEDAW

SUMMARY OF THE 2022
CEDAW MONITORING REPORT

FOR CAMBODIA

The Cambodian NGO Committee on CEDAW (NGO-CEDAW) has
documented the situation of women’s and girls’ rights in
Cambodia since 1995. As a coalition of Cambodia-based NGOs
working in a variety of sectors, it monitors and gathers
information on women’s rights for publication and advocacy.
NGO-CEDAW conducts gender trainings and leads awareness-
raising initiatives targeting youth, including through university
debates and art exhibitions.

The 2022 CEDAW Monitoring Report for Cambodia is a
summary of key concerns and events related to the rights of
women, girls, and nonbinary persons which occurred that year.
It does not attempt to comprehensively address all issues, but
rather focuses on those which were new or of particular
concern in the calendar year 2022. New information and events
that occurred in 2023 will be addressed in later reports. 2022
saw a continuation of many of the challenges documented by
NGO-CEDAW and its partners in previous monitoring reports.
For example, rates of gender-based violence continued to be
high, and access to justice for survivors remained limited. 

Online sexual abuse of children affected an alarming
11% of internet users aged 12 to 17. Women were also
trapped by growing debts and subjected to sexual
blackmail by online moneylenders. Research, which
included interviews with over 1,100 garment factory
workers, revealed that 93.65% reported having heard
or witnessed sexual harassment in their workplace.
Minorities, LBT+, and women with disabilities
experienced particularly high rates of violence and
faced greater barriers to accessing justice and
remedies.

The year 2022 also saw a concerning escalation of
crackdowns on peaceful women-led strikes. The
most prominent case was that of the NagaWorld
casino, which stands accused by unions and NGOs
of disproportionately dismissing pregnant and
nursing women, as well as women unionists
(Sections 1.6; 3.1). New research from government,
NGOs, civil society, and academic sources
addressing several issues also emerged. or instance,
local women’s rights organization Women Peace
Makers published research documenting the human
rights challenges faced by Indigenous and ethnic
minority women and girls in Cambodia (Section 2).
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We call on the Cambodian government
to implement the following concrete
steps to address key issues, including:

Key  recommendations  
based on the findings of the
2022 CEDAW Monitoring
Report

The research highlighted urgent issues pertaining to statelessness that have not been adequately addressed by the
government, despite calls from the UN CEDAW Committee to prioritize the facilitation of access to identity and birth
registration documentation. Other research showed disparities in girls’ and boys’ access to education, and attitudes
about different life expectations based on gender.

Journalists, too, faced gender discrimination and harassment in the course of their work, while also publishing important
new evidence pertaining to women’s rights violations in 2022. For example, local independent media investigated the
impacts of an alarming rise in scam compounds and modern slavery in the country (Section 1.2), while other outlets
published updates about women who continue to be affected by the Cambodian government’s surrogacy crackdown
during the late 2010s (Section 6).

While COVID-19 lockdown measures were lifted, the economic fallout from the pandemic continued throughout 2022. It
was coupled with shocking new evidence showing the present-day impacts of climate change on women garment
workers (Section 3.2). Finally, a mid-year commune election failed to bring about more than a 0.2% increase in women
councilors from the previous mandate in 2017 (Section 5).

Gender-based violence (GBV): Take meaningful
action to ensure that all survivors of violence have
access to courts. End the use of reconciliation and
other forms of alternative dispute resolution as a
response to violence.

Indigenous and ethnic Minorities: Immediately
ensure that all children have access to birth
registration documents and public school
education.

Labor: Immediately ratify ILO Convention 190 on
violence and harassment in the world of work, in
order to assist in implementing the CEDAW
Committee’s recommendations to have national
policies defining and banning all forms of sexual
harassment related to work. Immediately drop
charges against women union leaders and
members for their peaceful strike activity, and
unconditionally release union leader Chhim Sithar
from prison.

Education: Provide effective training to teachers to
reduce the influence of stereotypes related to
gender and ethnicity, to ensure that stereotypes
are not perpetuated in education and that all
children are fully and equally supported in their
academic careers. Include gender equality and
comprehensive sex education in school curricula.

Leadership: Amend election laws to ensure that
women’s and men’s names are alternated on
candidate lists, in order to promote gender parity
in election results. Establish quotas in ministry
leadership roles.
Surrogacy: Overturn all criminal charges,
convictions and restrictions issued against
surrogates. Provide clarification in law to confirm
that no woman acting as a surrogate will face any
criminal liability, administrative sanction or other
penalty for doing so.

Access to reproductive healthcare: Address the
lack of access to reproductive healthcare by
promoting a gender-transformative approach
among service providers, strengthening monitoring
and evaluation systems for healthcare services,
and improving financing and support for referral
systems.
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NGO-CEDAW office: 
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Khan Chamkar Mon, Phnom Penh
Surrogacy: Overturn all criminal charges,
convictions and restrictions issued against
surrogates. Provide clarification in law to confirm
that no woman acting as a surrogate will face any
criminal liability, administrative sanction or other
penalty for doing so.
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